An anomaly-free U (1) effective Lagrangian as the most common new physics beyond the standard model is proposed to survey the maximal parameter space constrained by electroweak precise measurements at the LEP and direct detection in dilepton decay channel at the LHC at √ s = 7
I. MOTIVATION
When people were exciting for the found of Higgs-like particle with about 125GeV mass at the LHC, we have to worry about the survival of new physics (NP) right away. Almost all experiments are proving the Standard Model (SM), the space left to NP is less and less.
There is an impending question we are dying to know that how much space can NP survive.
It is a good checking point to choose a neutral gauge boson, which often appears in GUT and superstring model associated with U (1) group, as a popular candidate of NP beyond the SM.
There are many relative issues summarized by A. Leike and P. Langacker [1, 2] . However, duo to different motivations, Z interactions to the SM fermions is set by models, which makes the results are highly model-dependent. The minimal mass of the vector boson is limited at about 1.8 TeV. In the paper, we relax any possible motivations and roles coming from underlying theory or phenomenology, and construct a model-independent effective Lagrangian to describe U (1) gauge boson Z only following the requirement of gauge symmetry. In bosonic sector, all possible mass and kinetic mixings meeting gauge symmetry are investigated. And in fermionic sector, anomaly-free charge assignments is required to satisfy gauge symmetry. The interactions to fermions are dominated by a global coupling g 2 and a charge assignment parameter r. They are keys to realize model-independent description. We consider constrains from not only electroweak precise observables but also direct detection at LHC, and then decide the possible parameter space left to the simplest NP particle.
The article is organized as following: firstly, anomaly-free Z effective Lagrangian is constructed. And then, we diagonalize gauge bosons mixing matrixes to obtain mass eigenvalues of neutral bosons. The limit to parameters is studied based on electroweak precise measurements in LEP and direct search at the LHC at √ s = 7 TeV. The allowed area is shown in
Finally, the possible signal in dilepton final states at √ s = 14 TeV at the LHC is predicted.
II. EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN
To construct-independent Z effective theory, we will focus on parameterizations in Z mixings and interactions. Denote U (1) gauge eigenstate as X µ . On gauge eigenstates base µ , B µ , X µ ) T , the covariant derivative has the form
Here,Û is non-linear realization of Goldstone bosons. W µ and B µ are respectively gauge field of SU (2) L and U (1) Y with gauge coupling g and g . Using SU (2) L covariant building blocks T ≡Û τ 3Û † and V µ ≡ (D µÛ )Û † , mass terms arise from 4 operators in p 2 order: Expressing these operators in obvious gauge fields, Lagrangian related to mixings is written as
with mass mixing β [3] . Here, m 0 and m 1 are Z and Z mass in gauge eigenstates and s W , c W are sine and cosine of Weinberg angle.
To Z interactions to EW gauge bosons W µ and Z, some independent parameters control them, which may come from underlying theory and not vanish even though no Z mixings.
For example the decay channel Γ(Z → W + W − ) may arise from Z-Z mixing or high order
The former is suppressed by small Z-Z mixing angle, and the later stands for possible NP which has no any promption from high energy experiments. For the similar reason, all these decays of Z to EW bosons are expected to be small.
The extra neutral current interaction is introduced like
with left-handed (right-handed) fermionic U (1) charge y Lf (y Rf ). To keep gauge symmetry, U (1) charge assignments must be anomaly-free. For the family universal case, there are 6 independent charges: y l and y q for left-handed leptons and quarks, y u , y d , y ν , y e for righthanded up-quark, down-quark, neutrino and electron, respectively.
cancellation requirements, we have is normalized so that y u = 1. Now, these couplings are dominated by two free parameters:
coupling g 2 that controls global intensity and charge ratio r(≡ y q /y u ) that assigns flavor charges
Briefly, anomaly-free Z effective theory, inspired by U (1) gauge symmetry, can be parameterized by mass mixing β, kinetic mixing α c , α d in bosonic sector (α a and α b respectively parameterize non-standard W 3 µν W 3µν and W 3 µν B µν electroweak bososic kinetic mixing terms, which are not relative to Z boson), coupling g 2 and the charge ratio r in fermionic sector.
The full Lagrangian for U (1) boson is
III. DIAGONALIZATION MATRIX
To obtain mass eigenstates, let's make a rotation U
to diagonalize mass and kinetic mixings simultaneously. Considering rotation U reducing to Weinberg's rotation when no Z mixings, U may be expressed as the sum of Weinberg's rotation and Z mixing corrections
Notice that 9 ∆ ij (i = 1..3, j = 1..3) are not independent, they are determined by only 7
phenomenological parameters: mass m 1 and m 2 , mass mixing β, and kinetic mixings α a,b,c,d ,
. So, we must find two constraint conditions on ∆s.
One is s W ∆ 22 = c W ∆ 12 , which results from the requirement for a massless photon. Another constraint is ∆ 32 = 0 due to the requirement of keeping photon coupling vector-type [7] .
After the rotation (2), the mass eigenvalues of Z and Z are
IV. CONSTRAINTS IN LEP
Due to the good fit of the SM to electroweak precise observables, Z effective theory must be constrained by precise electroweak experiments. The heavy neutral boson contributes to low energy observables by two fashions: mixings and Z exchange. They often coexist in phenomenology. However, corrections to fermionic couplings only come from mixings. A theoretical observables can be divided into the SM part and Z contribution
Due to the triumph of the SM, ∆O Z must be very small. Generally, it's a safe precession to neglect high order effect of Z [1] . Using rotation (1), vector and axial-vector couplings in weak neutral current are given by
V,A is the SM couplings in tree level, g
. The effective couplings with radiative corrections to propagators and vertices in the SM can be found in LEP report [8] [8, 9] ). Considering the number of independent measurements in experiment and the SM calculation, it's a balanced treatment to choice pseudo observables, 8 effective coupling constants g f V,A for f = l, ν, c, b, to limit Z parameters. We minimize Table. I. Z slight improves fit confidence level from 93% (about 1.8σ) to 96% (about 2.1σ). The parameter ranges are shown in Table. II. Notice that Z mass does not been limited by effective couplings. Generally, m Z can be limited by ρ or Z mass correction by Z − Z mixing. There are enough more results on the issue in literature [10] which shown that a small mass mixing corresponds a heavy Z and vice versa. For the typical value
V. SEARCH AT THE LHC
The LHC has searched a vector resonance decaying into dilepton final states at √ s = 7
TeV [11] . No statistically significant excess above the SM expectation is observed, which strictly limits Z couplings to fermions. Figure. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a model-independent effective theory for anomaly-free neutral boson has been presented. Based on electroweak precise measurements in LEP, four parameters related to Z mixings and charge assignment have been constrained. Especially, the charge ratio r has range (−2.2, 2.2) at 95% C.L.. To consistent with the LHC direct detection in dilepton decay channel at 7 TeV, the limit areas to fixed Z mass are shown in r-g 2 plane. More clearly, we map the possible parameter space to the plane of m Z -g 2 at 2σ C.L. of r. in Fig.   2 . The results show that a sub-TeV Z with coupling g 2 ∼ 0.01 is still not eliminated in 2σ
C.L. of r. It suggests a prime requirement to extra vector boson in NP. Further, a possible theoretical σ(pp → Z → ll) signal at √ s = 14 TeV LHC is also calculated.
